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The Pentagon’s “Operation Jade Helm 15”: The
Floodgate towards Martial Law and World War III?
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First we learned that Operation Jade Helm 15 is coming this summer from mid-July through
mid-September to a Southwest neighborhood near you stretching from Texas to California.
Per government sources and their mainstream media outlets like the Washington Post, it’s
nothing  more  than  a  benign  massive  military  drill  designed  to  test  how  effectively  US
Special Operations forces can covertly and as seamlessly as possible embed themselves
into the civilian populace as a mere security training exercise to keep us all safe in the

future. The Washington Post March 31st headline – “Why Operation Jade Helm 15 is Freaking
out the Internet and Why it Shouldn’t Be” – then goes on to list several alternative news
sites like InfoWars making the claim that martial law in America is coming soon.

According to last August’s CNN poll, an all-time high of 87% of Americans simply do not trust
their  own  government  nor  mainstream media  as  truthful  or  credible.  More  and  more
Americans  are  turning  to  alternative  news  sources  in  an  attempt  to  find  out  what’s  really
going on in their world.

But the rash of “sky is falling” headlines from the internet news sources have created a
media  firestorm.  Millions  of  Americans  could  hardly  be  consoled  by  the  Washington
Post article encouraging them not to worry that our government once again is up to no
good. Instead those distrusting MSM believe Jade Helm 15 is a training exercise that will
pave the way for US martial law similar to how the Boston Marathon false flag was a litmus
test for martial law imposed on a major US metropolitan city. Except this time Jade Helm’s
unprecedented size and scope covers a large expansive area taking up the southwestern
quadrant of the United States.

The  US  military  has  designated  certain  states  like  Texas,  Utah  and  part  of  Southern
California during this operation as “hostile,” adding that “New Mexico isn’t much friendlier.”
That the one time reputable DC newspaper that broke Watergate in the 70’s describes the
Jade Helm operation in terms as if it were some kind of board game like Risk or Monopoly
doesn’t help its already dubious credibility. Millions of Americans have realized their own
oligarchic government has betrayed them and their interests and simply can no longer be
trusted.  So  in  the  eyes  of  the  feds,  that  would  automatically  make  them  “hostile.”
The Post article also list several past covert military operations where states have been
labeled as hostile territory for purposes of the training exercises. And of course that they
went by unnoticed should give us solace the Jade’s outcome will be no different.

Now that the fascist totalitarian oligarchy posing as our federal government has been busily
expanding its military wars from the Middle East to American soil against its own law abiding
citizens, the Post tells us we shouldn’t worry. George W Bush once infamously proclaimed
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“you’re either with us or against us.”

The fact that police in America armed with the same heavy weaponry look identical to US
combat  troops  fighting  foreign  wars  are  now  murdering  unarmed  US  citizens  at  an
unprecedented rate, we shouldn’t worry? The number of Americans civilians since 9/11
killed by militant police is closing in on the number of American soldiers killed in action
fighting in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars (as of a year ago 6802). Though no actual records
are conveniently kept of police killing Americans, a year and a half ago it was reported that
estimates of over 5000 Americans were killed by police since 9/11. Tack on the mounting
numbers of police killings that have increased exponentially in the last year and a half and it
could  well  exceed  the  KIA’s  from  foreign  wars  by  now.  That  tells  us  the  same
counterinsurgency wars the US has been brutally waging on foreign soil is now being fought
against us in the streets of America. As such, we stand to lose our life 55 times greater from
our own police than any actual terrorists. And if you happen to be an African American male,
that likelihood skyrockets.

As of the 2012 NDAA, military forces can enter our homes without warrants or charges and
lock  us  up  indefinitely  without  trial  or  legal  representation.  And  according  to
that Washington Post article, apparently we should have no concerns about Special Forces
showing up at our doorstep or roaming through our neighborhoods for several months over
the summer. Our friendly state propagandist Washington Post says that when the elite wing
of Big Brother’s killing machine invades our local communities, we should actually feel safer.
Military spokesman Army Lt. Col. Mark Lastoria’s e-mail stated, “Training exercise Jade Helm
is going to assist our Special Operations Soldiers and leadership in refining the skills needed
against an ever changing foreign threat.” And we should all believe this because the military
has such a great track record of always telling us the truth.

From the Boston Marathon bombings to Sandy Hook, the government has been executing
false  flags  for  purposes  of  imposing  absolute  NWO  control  over  its  citizens.  Ever  since
the neocons’ inside 9/11 job the feds have used their “national security” card ad nauseam
as their flimsy excuse to willfully betray our Constitution that they all swore oaths to uphold.
And in its place treasonous governments in the West have systematically enacted draconian
Orwellian laws of tyranny and oppression to conveniently vilify citizens bold enough to
demand their civil liberties and privacy rights back. We dissidents who do not approve of our
government’s  obliteration  of  our  constitutional  rights  have  become the  feds’  targeted
enemy and deemed potential homegrown terrorists. Even homecoming veterans from US
foreign wars are perceived as threats.

The  international  criminal  cabal  beholding  to  the  Western  oligarchs  has  infiltrated  and
hijacked the governments  of  Israel  and the United States  as  well  as  Europe,  Canada,
Austral ia  and  Japan.  We  have  a  cr ime  syndicate  that  has  protected  the
international banksters who’ve been laundering drug money for multiple decades in its
international drug trade. There’s nothing new here as the Bush crime family has been
running drugs from South and Central America since the 1970’s. For years the US Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA), the State Department, the CIA, the FBI, the US military
and  their  paramilitary  private  contractors  have  been  flooding  America  and  especially  its
inner cities with drugs – crack cocaine from Latin America and heroin from Afghanistan. High
levels of the US government have partnered with drug cartels from Mexico, Peru, Colombia,
Central America, and Dominican Republic to maintain their criminal activities. At the same
time, ever since the late 1970’s high levels within these same US rogue crime agencies
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have also been partnering with al Qaeda/ISIS to create their invented “war on terror.”

And now if you believe many of the independent media sources, as of this summer all these
sinister elements appear to be converging to soon cause catastrophic upheaval in the US
Southwest, likely to change America forever. According to Judicial Watch earlier this week,
the  independent  federal  watchdog  organization  revealed  that  the  US  government  is
complicit with both the Mexican government and the Sinaloa drug cartel to be involved in
joint training camp operations with ISIS a few miles from El Paso, Texas across the border in
Mexico.  Judicial  Watch claims a Mexican military field grade officer and a Mexican Federal
Police Inspector are among its sources. The camp is said to be located just eight miles from
the US border. Despite the US intelligence community being well aware of this claim that
terrorists might be currently training a few miles from our border and apparently planning
an  alleged  invasion  of  the  United  States,  President  Obama  as  commander-in-chief
apparently is laying low with only the already announced plans of Jade Helm operations that
neither  include  a  false  flag  war  involving  ISIS  nor  World  War  III  as  much  of  the  internet
media  is  all  abuzz.

Between the US State Department’s Fast and Furious gun smuggling operation that was
caught “inadvertently” arming drug cartels several years ago, and the feds’ funding and
secret backing of ISIS as their proxy mercenary allies, several independent media sites
maintain that a covert operation involving ISIS’ hybrid terrorists have been “slipping” across
the border into the United States as provocateur forces designed to kill American citizens.
Jade Helm and this latest ISIS piece converging on the states bordering Mexico are said to
be the Obama excuse he’s been planning to implement martial  law, illegally  arresting
American  dissidents  after  a  false  flag  event  where  Americans  are  murdered  by  the  feds’
terrorist stooges.

Even more alarming is The Common Sense Show’s  Dave Hodges most recent post including
photos of surface to air missiles at a US Air Force base that literally appeared overnight near
Lubbock, Texas. In the designated hostile state of Texas, Hodges believes more than just
martial law will be initiated but an actual US invasion and World War III is planned.

These  days  it  is  becoming  increasingly  more  difficult  to  ferret  out  the  truth,  be  it
mainstream or  independent  media  sources.  A  major  strategy  the  federal  government
commonly uses to discredit alternative media is planting disinformation within its ranks.
Government  moles  have  infiltrated  the  so  called  independent  online  media,  intentionally
muddying the waters so murky as to obscure the facts. When alternative sites cry out that
the sky is falling and then it doesn’t, it conditions consumers of independent media to no
longer believe them either,  thus rendering all  independent news outlets  “whacked out
conspiracy theorists.” Through various PSYOPS the US intelligence community has targeted
both  social  media  as  well  as  alternative  news  media  as  viably  effective  outlets  to  spread
further disinformation and propaganda lies.  Of  course this  malicious agenda of  the US
government purposely keeping Americans uninformed in the dark, too dumbed down and
confused, not knowing who or what to believe or trust as the actual truth, is exactly where
the feds want us.

After  checking  with  their  inside  sources,  Veterans  Today  editors  Gordon  Duff  and  Jim  W.
Dean have drawn the conclusion that the neocon feds have purposely used Jade Helm 15 to
deceive and discredit independent news sources that are running with the ISIS invasion
story.
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This writer is uncertain of the coming events this summer. I’m unwilling to completely rule
out the dire forecast of “an ISIS invasion” while simultaneously I’m unwilling to trust what
the feds, the military or the Washington Post claim Jade Helm will bring as well. It bears in
mind today to be skeptical in a healthy way toward any and all news outlets. Unfortunately
it requires some vigilance and a willingness to do homework cross-checking sources to
arrive at a more informed and accurate assessment of what may actually be transpiring in
the  world.  By  design  the  sub-standard  educational  system fails  miserably  in  teaching
discriminative, critical thinking amongst our population. Many people of course don’t have
the luxury of time to invest in seeking out multiple sources to arrive at the truth in their fast
paced, muddled, upside down world. Too many hidden agendas from both the right and the
left carry misinformation and deception, whether intended or not. Ultimately the rule of
thumb should minimally be to check the sources of whatever news information you utilize in
order to draw your own conclusions.

Joachim Hagopian  is  a  West  Point  graduate  and  former  US  Army officer.  He  has  written  a
manuscript based on his unique military experience entitled “Don’t Let The Bastards Getcha
Down.”  It  examines and focuses on US international  relations,  leadership and national
security issues. After the military, Joachim earned a master’s degree in Clinical Psychology
and  worked  as  a  licensed  therapist  in  the  mental  health  field  for  more  than  a  quarter
century. He now concentrates on his writing and has a blog site at http://empireexposed.
blogspot.  com/.  He is  also  a  regular  contributor  to  Global  Research  and a  syndicated
columnist at Veterans Today.
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